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Construction of Trust Based Dynamic Access Control Model in P2P Net-
work Environment
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ABSTRACT: With the development of society and technol-
ogy, sharing of resources has become an indispensable
component in our life. With its congenital features of high
speed, rich resources, strong fault-tolerance and low cost,
peer-to-peer (P2P) network occupies an important status in
network resources sharing. However, this technology has
serious problems in network security, especially in trust man-
agement and access control. Therefore, based on the ad-
vantage of trust management and Role based access con-
trol (RBAC), this study proposed a trust based dynamic ac-
cess control model in P2P network environment, which allo-
cates general roles by automated trust negotiation, to build
dynamic trust relation among strange entities, then the
internet calculates users’ trust in real time. General role whose
trust is over threshold derives a series of temporary roles
with privilege limit set which can access network resources
and thus realize the dynamic authorization policy for small
control granularity.
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1. Introduction

P2P (Peer-to-Peer), a burgeoning distributed network
model, has been extensively applied in fields of distrib-
uted computation, file sharing, electronic commercial,
etc[1,2]. However, most works targeting on P2P technol
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ogy concentrates on aspects such as resource location,
message routing, parallel downloading, etc., while how to
set access control policy for sensitive resources in the
network is seldom researched. Access control, a main
method for restricting users to access to systematic re-
sources without permission, can provide security guaran-
tee for system [3]. The existing access control model
aiming at distributed application is usually set for C/S
architecture (client/server architecture), which assumes
that there is an authoritative center in the system to carry
out the pre-determined access control policy, and to grant
access privilege according to identity of request entity
[4]. Such a model is actually a centralized management
model, which only suits for closed system, and its visit-
ing strategy can only identify familiar user but cannot ef-
fectively process new user.

Role based access control (RBAC) is a common type of
traditional access control, which, by introducing a con-
cept of role to realize the separation of user and authority,
reduces the cost of authority management, and supports
authorization constraint in a better way[5,6]. However, in
P2P environment, there are too many unfamiliar users,
thus the owner of resources is hard to grant privilege based
on identity of strangers, hence it is difficult for traditional
RBAC to apply to this situation. Based on this, this pa-
per, combining the advantage of trust management sys-
tem and RBAC policy, re-calculates trust of trust evalua-
tion indexes and re-defines the essential elements in the
model in order to construct a dynamic access control
model in P2P network environment.

2. Theory and Background

2.1 Basic concepts of trust
Trust is a subjective conception, which can be recognized
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.as the degree of subjective probability of one entity to
evaluate other entities. The evaluation is performed before
its monitoring of such behavior and in the situation where
the behavior has certain influence on its own behavior. It is
an important aspect in people’s life. People deal with social
affairs like interpersonal interaction depending on trust.
And trust is widely studied in areas of sociology,
psychology, philosophy, etc. [7,8].

Computer network actually acts as a miniature of the human
society; however, unreal network environment blocks the
establishment and maintenance of trust relationship, which
generates multiple security issues. With the development
of technology, the existing security technology allows the
initial establishment of trust. For example, encryption
algorithm provides privacy protection and digital signature,
authentication protocol provides authorization of
authentication and access control, meanwhile, PU comes
into being as a trust management system. But traditional
trust management protocol based on QS structure doesn’t
apply to P2P network. Therefore, trust management
protocol suitable for P2P safety issue remains to be
discussed.

2.2 Trust evaluation
In this paper, we introduce the concept of Trust for trust
evaluation of the model:

Trust is a quantitative description of the degree of one
entity’s trust in another entity. In many studies, trust is
described as a real interval, e.g., [0, 1], 0 for Do Not Trust,
1 for Full Confidence. Compared to general probability
model, such kind of model is characterized by uncertainty,
which is mainly based on such a consideration: when one
entity knows nothing at all of another entity, we cannot
simply describe such a state using Trust or Do Not Trust.
The introduction of uncertainty effectively solves this
problem.

2.3 Access control technology
Access control system restricts the access to key
resources, preventing illegal users’ entering the system
and legal users’ illegal using of the resources. Existing
main access control technology includes: discretionary
access control (DAC), mandatory access control (MAC)
and role based access control (RBAC) [9].

DAC and MAC is mainly for granting privilege for personal
user. Users visiting large-scale system is usually diverse
in category, huge in amount and changeable, leading to
high risks of error. Role based access control (RBAC) which
comes into being in recent years connects role introduced
with privilege, grants privilege to users by allocating ap-
propriate roles, and realizes the logic separation of user
and access privilege. In this way, authorization has much
stronger operability and manageability compared with in-
dividual authorization, thus is very suitable for authoriza-
tion management of large-scale user management infor-
mation system.

3.Calculation of Trust

Global trust mode based in social trust network put for-
ward recently aims at solving fraudulent conduct and un-
reliable service. In trust model, node has a unique trust
value, which integrates trust evaluation of this node in the
whole network, thus is comprehensive and accurate.
Based on previous studies [10-12], this paper generates
a mathematic description of the global trust model:

(1)

Herein two-tuples<satij, unsatij> means success and fail-
ure times of interaction of node i and node j, sij means
local trust of node i to node j, and local trust obtained
after sij being standardized, which is described as rij j . ti
means global trust of node i. α is the invariant of inter-
val(0,1). pi is the default probability distribution, whose
calculation method is as follows: Assuming that there’s a
high trust node set H, H is composed of moderator and
early users in EigenTrust model, and in PowerTrust model,
H is composed of Power node set elected dynamically by
the system. When pi∈H, pi=1/m; or pi = 0; m means the
number of nodes in set H.

It is pointed out by recent studies that, some nodes in
P2P system possess congenital privileges due to the
existence of high trust node, which is similar with reliable
third party in the network, while P2P network rejects this
protocol. Therefore, they proposed a global trust model
which solves global trust value of node by constructing
linear equation set conforming to iterative convergence
and that model is absence of high trust node set. How-
ever, without H, linear equations become homogeneous
linear equations. According to knowledge of linear alge-
bra, when coefficient matrix is with full rank, the solution
of homogeneous linear equations is null vector; when co-
efficient matrix is non-full rank, homogeneous linear equa-
tions has multiple solutions, while global trust value of
node has to be unique non-null vector. Thus this method
doesn’t apply to the solution of node’s global trust value
in P2P network. In view of the above-mentioned short-
comings, based on PageRank algorithm, this paper puts
forward a calculating model of global trust value without
need of high trust node set:

(2)

(3)

     (4)
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Herein, exp(x) = ex is exponential function; q is magnifica-
tion factor, which can be any larger value, here set as q =
1000; n is total number of nodes in network;  is a very
small value, which can be set as  =10-5; w is weighted
factor, usually is set as w = 0.9, i.e., node i has a 90%
credibility of trust built through interaction history, while
when there’s no interaction history, node i can only give a
mean trust to each node, of which the credibility weight is
set as 10% by the system.

Set matrix as R = (rij). According to equation (2) and (3),
we know that matrix R is row random matrix, which can
be used as transition probability matrix of Markov chain
of finite state, whose state set is all the nodes in the
network. In the Eigentrust and PowerTrust model, the
existence of high trust node set not only accelerates it-
erative convergence, but also guarantees aperiodicity and
irreducibility of Markov chain in finite state. In the model
of this paper, these two features are guaranteed by the
nature of local trust rij. According to equation (2) and (3),
in Markov chain’s transition probability matrix R, there is
no any absorbing state, and each state has a transition
probability to other states; vice versa. Meanwhile, each
state has its self transition probability. According to lemma
1.1 and 1.2 in literature [13], Markov chain corresponding
to transition probability matrix R in finite state has irre-
ducibility and aperiodicity. Thus this Markov chain is tra-
versable, and there must be a unique stationary distribu-
tion. Set stationary distribution as vector , which must
conform to: . The above-mentioned stationary
distribution obtained iterative repetition is the principle
eigen vector of matrix RT (eigen value λ=1). This stationary
distribution is the limit probability distribution of Markov
chain corresponding to the transition probability matrix R.
Therefore, the iteration of equation (4) is convergent, which
has nothing to do with default value of vector , and de-
fault value is usually set as uniform distribution. Vector

 obtained after iterative convergence is the global trust
of all nodes what we want to solve.

4. Trust Based Dynamic Access Control Model
(TBDAC)

4.1 Essential elements of the model
The model of this paper is obtained by extending trust
and temporary roles based on RBAC model, and is com-
posed of the following parts, i.e., user U, general role R,
temporary role TR, trust T and privilege P. User and role
will not be bounded together; user and role server abide
by automated trust negotiation, which allocates general
role set to users. When user accesses internet, network
will calculate its trust value, then the temporary role de-
rived by general role will be activated, and user will
getcertain access privilege.

Definition 1: Model TBDAC ={USERS, ROLES, TDRS,
PERMS, TRUSTS}, of which USERS, ROLES, TRS,
PERMS and TRUSTS means user set, role set, tempo-
rary role set, privilege set, and trust set, respectively.

Definition 2: Basic relation of Model TBDAC

UA  USERS × ROLES, means that each role is allocated
with a set of roles;

PA   PERMS × ROLES, means that each role is allocated
with a set of privilege;

RR   ROLES × ROLES, means the inherition relationship
between roles, PR is partial ordering relation, marked as
≤, if r1 ≤ r2, then r2 covers all the privileges of r1;

PP   PERMS × PERMS, means the inherition relationship
between privileges, PP is partial ordering relation, marked
as ≤, if P1 ≤ P2, then P2 covers all the privileges of P1.

4.2 User/role allocation based on trust negotiation
In P2P environment, RBAC model cannot effectively pro-
mote the set up of trust relationship between two parties
due to the large amount of network user and unlimited
entrance and exit, leading to difficulty in completing role
allocation task. On account of that, we formulated role
allocation mechanism referring to automatic trust nego-
tiation. Role server declares role allocation strategy; us-
ers can access to network resource only when corre-
sponding trust certificate is prepared according to the role
allocation strategy.

Definition 3: Trust certificate is a digital certificate of
privilege attribute issued by authoritative institution, in-
cluding signature of the issuing institution, public key of
trust certificate holder and so on, to allocate roles for
users, marked by C, and Credential is for certificate set.
For example, X.509V3 expanding certificate, and RT trust
certificate, etc.

Definition 4: Role-allocation strategy stipulates the trust
set necessary for obtaining roles, markd by P.
Role-allocation format is described as:
           p(r← (c11∧c12∧....c1k ) ∨.....∨(cl1∧cl2 ....cln))

Which means that:

(own(u,c11)∧...∧own(u,c1k)∨...∨(own(u,cl1)∧...own(u,cln))
⇒{accept,reject}

Herein function own: USERS × Credential ’! {true,false}
judges if a user has certain certificate. l, n, k are nature
natural number;
is the clause of Policy P.

4.3 Role/privilege allocation based on trust
In the above-mentioned role allocation process, trust cer-
tificate disclosed to role server by user is long-term effec-
tive, and role obtained by this is called general role, which
cannot be activated directly. That is because trust of us-
ers and network resources changes with time and the
context, and changes of trust can directly affect use of
user privilege. To apply to dynamic network environment,
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role privilege and trust threshold established in the policy,
PA(ri) ∧ ti →

RA(r), i.e.,.

Definition 7: RA ⊆⊆⊆⊆⊆ TRS × PERMS × TRUSTS means
temporary role/privilege allocation with trust threshold.
Set (r, p, t) ∈ RA, then an user with temporary role r
obtained from t ‘ (t‘≥ t) can exercise privilege P.

Correlating the trust threshold reflecting privilege
sensitivity to the allocation policy of temporary role/
privilege is actually adding constraint to privilege, thus
only user with role obtained from t ‘ (t‘≥ t) can have
access privilege, and this promotes the keeping users’
good credit and healthy development of the network.

Definition 8: Function ActivedTRoles(r:→TDRS)
TRUSTS means the activated trust threshold of
temporary role r. TRUSTS is the minimum trust needed
for user to activate its temporary role, which equals the
minimum trust threshold allocated to privilege of
temporary role: ActivedTRoles(r) = min({t| ⊆⊆⊆⊆⊆ p: PERMS
∨ ( r, p, t) ⊆⊆⊆⊆⊆ RA).

5. Conclusion

This study proposes a dynamic network access control
model based on trust by combining the advantages of trust
management and RBAC model. The mode can determine
the category of tole and dynamically confirm whether it
has visit privilege by calculating trust of user, which can
effectively restrain unsafe visit and protect safety of user
resource in P2P environment. It overcomes the
shortcomings of traditional RBAC model has improved
sensitivity to distinguish privilege, thus realize fine-grained
authorization.
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